Email Encryption on Mobile Devices
With the widespread use of smartphones and tablets in business today, email
encryption solutions must provide a seamless user experience across all
devices. Unfortunately, many legacy solutions and services were not designed
to function well on these devices, leaving users frustrated or unable to access
or manage encrypted messages and files on their smartphones and tablets.
DataMotion SecureMail is an email encryption service designed and
optimized for use with mobile devices to provide the seamless user
experience subscribers and recipients want and need.
Using SecureMail on your mobile device
There are two ways to send and receive encrypted email and files on mobile
devices using SecureMail:
 SecureMail web portal: optimized for mobile, the web portal auto-detects
the parameters of your mobile device to provide the best touch-screen
interface and display. This approach works even with devices yet to be
delivered to market.
 SecureMail mobile email client integration: SecureMail can be
configured as a POP3 email service to function within the native email client
on your iOS, Android or Windows based mobile device.
There is no need for your users to download apps and keep them up to date.
This is a great benefit particularly when it comes to compliance with
corporate BYOD policies.
We work how you work
SecureMail works the way you do, which means that you can send secure
email whether you are in the office or on the move. SecureMail can be
accessed from the web portal or fully integrated within mobile devices’
existing email clients making it convenient and incredibly easy to use. The
advantage to this approach is that encrypted email will be sent and received in
a way already familiar to the user, so it will get used.

No application to download, install or update
Mobile optimized for subscribers and for 3rd party mobile recipients
Simple interface to view, send, and forward existing messages
Access via secure POP3 and SMTP connection, or via secure web portal
Encrypted email will be sent and received in a way already familiar to the user
Compatible with mobile document and photo viewer apps

